
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There may be too _______ figures involved.1. many

He has just as _______ power over me as he ever had.2. much

He also told of _______ families who had recently moved into this
community.
3. many

But the occupation of Ruth Leigh remained always the same, in a faithful
pertinacity that nothing could wholly discourage, in a routine that no projects
could kindle into _______ enthusiasm.

4.

much

Mozart's charming letters reveal to us such a gentle, sparkling, affectionate
nature, as to inspire as _______ love for the man as admiration for his
genius.

5.
much

We have seen _______ fine scenery; that of the tropics in its glory and
luxuriance exceeds even the language of Humboldt to describe.
6. much

But _______ plates are waiting to be filled.7. many

You will give very _______ love to all for me.8. much

The birthday of our ally was celebrated with as _______ enthusiasm as
that of our own sovereign; and at night the streets of London were in a blaze
with illuminations.

9. much

That doesn't give _______ time!10. much

Then she began to bleed him, and for long Robin said nothing, giving her
credit for kindness and for knowing her art, but at length so _______ blood
came from him that he suspected treason.

11.
much

Every one quoted it, it was full of so _______ words that they could not
understand.
12. many

I feel lonely now that my great companion and friend of so _______ years
has left me.
13. many
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A great _______ curious eyes followed them about the little hotel.14. many

I felt this, and, in _______ matters, became her pupil.15. many

There was _______ wealth; and the hills of the western addition were
growing up with fine mansions.
16. much

The uncharitable judgments of this narrow-minded writer are not entitled
to _______ weight.
17.

much

Miss Forsyte has _______ sugar-she buy my sugar, my friend's sugar
also.
18. much

There does not seem to me to be _______ light here.19. much

It holds him to the people, supplies a foundation for his edifice; and, in
furnishing so _______ work done to his hand, leaves him at leisure, and in full
strength for the audacities of his imagination.

20.
much
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